
Scientific Method
The Nature of Science

Science is an attempt to discover order in the natural world and use that knowledge to describe
what is likely to happen in nature. its goal is to increase our understanding of the natural world.

Scientists collect data, form hypothesis and develop theories, models and law about how nature
works

Science is based on the fundamental assumption that events in the natural world follow orderly
patterns that can be understood through careful observation and experimentation.

1. Ask a question or identify a problem
2. make an educated guess hypothesis (prove or disprove)
3. collect data or facts (observation or measurement)
4. Conduct experiment
5. confirm by repeated observation and measurements
6. revise hypothesis if necessary

A well tested and accepted hypothesis becomes a scientific theory
well tested and accepted patterns in data become scientific laws

The primary goal of science is not the data or facts themselves, but instead science seeks new
ideas, principles or models that connect and explain what is likely to happen in nature.

3 important features in the scientific process is skepticism, reproducibility and peer
review.

An important result of science is a scientific, or natural law: a description of what we find
happening in nature over and over in the same way.

For example, after making thousands of observations and measurements over many decades,
scientists formulated the second law of thermodynamics. Simply stated, this law says that heat
always flows spontaneously from hot to cold – something you learned the first time you touched
a hot object.

o A scientific law is no better than the accuracy of the observations or measurements upon
which it is based. But if the data are accurate, a scientific law cannot be broken.

o A basic problem is that many of the problems that environmental scientists investigate
involve a huge number of interacting variables. This limitation is sometimes overcome by
using multi-variable analysis.

What types?
Inductive or Deductive

Inductive uses from the “bottom-up” reasoning that involves going from specific to general.

example: different objects fall to the ground when dropped from various heights. so we might
conclude that all objects fall to the surface when dropped. Depending on the number of



observations, we may have a high degree of certainty. but we cannot be absolutely sure that
someone will drop an object that does not fall to the surface.

Deductive involves using logic to arrive at a specific conclusion based on generalization from
the “top down” from general to specific.

example; all birds have feathers, and eagles are birds, therefore all eagles have feathers.

This is called critical thinking

The microscope of nature
(matter is nature’s building blocks)

atom               ion                molecule
smallest         elec charged  2 or more atoms

4 states of matter – solid, liquid, gas and plasma

Example: Observation: Trees are dying!
Question: Why are the trees dying? (what is killing the trees?)
Hypothesis (educated guess): Pollution is killing trees
Method: What to test? xhow to test?

if it is the air that is killing the trees then test air. find base of air composition
and look for pollution (the non-normal entitity) in the composition

if it is the water do the same

if it is the soil, same thinking process

But you must know the basic underlying principle before you can test anything that is
different

in order to do that you must observe and collect data and the more consistent and
repetitive it is then the more reliable to believe the information

then test for the entity that is not common, or the known entity that could cause the
problem.

your conclusion will be a product of your analysis


